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The subject of this paper is civil disobedience. From the appearance of civil 
disobedience, it was being a controversial issue. When confronting unjust law, 
Antigones was the first woman armed with disobedience. Civil disobedience became 
spectacular mass movement after Indian Satyagraha movement leading by Gandhi and 
American Anti-discrimination movement headed by Martin Lurther King, Jr.. There 
were more and more civil disobedience and more people take part in it. Then 
academic community turned their light on this subject and more research on this 
subject began. Soon, civil disobedience became a hotspot and it’s still in this condition 
now. But the legal position of civil disobedience is uncertain, no matter in what 
country. Many civil disobedients were punished because of its uncertain legal position. 
Scholars hold their own opinions unyieldingly. Someone think civil disobedience 
cannot be justified, some others believe civil disobedience is their right and still others 
are in between. Civil disobedience is an unsolved matter both in theory and in practice. 
This paper is managed to do some original work with the help of predecessors’ 
research findings. It aimed at making up the missing place of predecessors’ research 
and bringing something new in this field. 
Besides Preface and Epilogue, this dissertation is divided into 3 chapters as 
follows： 
Chapter 1 concentrates on five historical figures: Antigones, Socrates, Henry 
Thoreau, Martin Lurther King, Jr.,and John Rawls.They contributed a lot to civil 
disobedience. Their acts or theories are quiet important to study of civil disobedience. 
No matter how their acts or theory appeared, There is something unchanging. That is 
they all pursued justice and resist injustice. 
Chapter 2 manages to study out the justification of civil disobedience. Differing 
from right to revolution, conscientious refusal and right to resistance, civil 
disobedience should be admitted as a right. Civil disobedience can be justified. what 














chapter have done. Then the writer brings up some personal ideas after discussed the 
nature of civil disobedience, the reasons of its validity and its substantive 
requirements for usage. If three Substantive requirements are met, civil disobedience 
can be justified and valid. 
Chapter 3 discusses the relationship between forms of civil disobedience and 
Law of the PRC on Assemblies, Processions and Demonstrations. Civil disobedience 
always appears in the forms of Assemblies, Processions and Demonstrations. So, Civil 
disobedience should be adjusted by Law of the PRC on Assemblies, Processions and 
Demonstrations. But Law of the PRC on Assemblies, Processions and Demonstrations 
is not perfect enough to meet the need of civil disobedience. If we wish civil 
disobedience to contribute to rule of law in our country, we need to figure the defects 
of Law of the PRC on Assemblies, Processions and Demonstrations out. And this 
chapter did the job above saying and raised some countermeasures to amend Law of 
the PRC on Assemblies, Processions and Demonstrations. 
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第一章  公民不服从几种重要的理论和实践渊源 




























































































































                                                        
① [古希腊]柏拉图.柏拉图全集（第一卷）[M].王晓朝译，北京：人民出版社，2002．43． 
② 同上，第 45 页。 
③





















第三节  梭罗的公民不服从 
说到公民不服从，就没法绕开梭罗（1817－1862）。因此我们先从其著名政
论《公民不服从》（1849 年首次发表时题为 resistance to civil goverment，梭罗死
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